Prostate cancer does not always act the same. Doctors use tools like Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA) and Gleason score to diagnose and grade your cancer. These tests help doctors understand how far your cancer has progressed, but not how “aggressive” your cancer is behaving.

PROLARIS® PROVIDES PEACE OF MIND

PROLARIS IMPROVES YOUR TREATMENT DECISIONS BY:

• Providing personalized information regarding your specific cancer
• Giving you and your doctor more confidence in treatment decisions

PROLARIS MEASURES HOW FAST THE CELLS IN YOUR TUMOR ARE DIVIDING, GIVING YOU AND YOUR DOCTOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON HOW YOUR PROSTATE CANCER IS BEHAVING.
WHAT DO YOUR PROLARIS TEST RESULTS MEAN?

Prolaris results include:

- Your risk of dying from prostate cancer within the next 10 years if choosing active surveillance
- Your risk of cancer spreading outside the prostate within the next 10 years if choosing an active treatment like surgery or radiation

IS PROLARIS COVERED BY INSURANCE?

At Myriad, we are dedicated to helping all appropriate patients get testing. If you encounter any financial hardship, we will work directly with you toward your complete satisfaction.

For any billing questions, please contact Myriad at:
844-MYRIAD9 (844-697-4239) or billinghelp@myriad.com

9 out of 10 patients pay $0